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Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-

him
All

be in harmony with the

to

Allgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves

CTS.

10

man's aspiration

The editor has defined Religion as
hensive word The All).
" man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
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Religion

all

life,

societies.

must admit

to

personal; he speaks in the

it

is in

unison with the

All.

name

Accordingly
were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
his authority

is

of universal order.

that of religion.

Ifi t

is the Science of Morals; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison

El Hies

hopes

It

are man's conduct in so far as

[The basis of morality is religion.
A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, "On what authority dost thou justify thy precepts?"
And he will tell us that his authority is not

with the All.

be true,

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon

individual and collective.

earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.

DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality

Truth

the

is

sum

total of all that

is.

i.

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad a.re those

e.,

which are not

in

harmony with the

All,

i.

e.

,

those which retard or

prevent progress.

the conformity of cognition to reality.

is

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time
everything absolute)

obvious that absolute existence

is

it

is

impossible. Reality

is

(in fact

properly called Wirk-

German, derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is
immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-

lichkeit in

not

ness of things in their relations.

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable

;

it

istence is not manifested

Science

is

— which

e.

i.

is

,

Existence

both are one.
also

whose

ex-

would imply the existence

ohne Wirklichkeit

;

Unknowable is therefore
of an object

existence without reality

Sein

;

a contradiction, an impossibility.

]

is

the

is

economy

of thought.

(Mach.)

possible through application of the

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

is

The

object of Science

edge but also
ness, errors,

to purify

to say,

the present stock or capital with

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
is

not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

the present stock of knowledge from vague-

and misconceptions.
of knowledge is that

The purpose

either the one or the other

is

wrong.

mind has been one of constant
and science.
and re-adjusted.
religion

The

The

history of the

human

and reconciliation between
Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
conflict

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

new

vista of pro-

gress for both.]

RECENT CONTENTS OF "THE OPEN COURT."
[Mr. George John Romanes replies, in this contribution, to the criticisms
advanced by M. Alfred Binet in the preface of his work "The Psychic
Life of Micro-Organisms," recently published by The Open Court Publishing Company. The discussion from a psychological point of view,
is extremely interesting and instructive.
{No. 98.)]

power over

UALS.

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO CONSCIOUSNESSES OF
HYSTERICAL INDIVIDUALS.

Monism

is

that philosophy

and the Religion

of

which recognizes the oneness

Monism

of All-

teaches that the individual,

as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.

its

PROOF OF DOUBLE CONSCIOUSNESS IN HYSTERICAL INDIVID.
of increasing our

nature.]

existence,

superstitious notions in the world, of

THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.

the possession of certain truths.

[Knowledge is, so
which Science works.

many

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other.
If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of

the union of Religion and Science, .and opens a

the search for truth.

The nature of science
Economy of thought

naturally produced
origin,

THE HYSTERICAL EYE.
[A series of original investigations, with new and unpublished experiments,
by the French psychologist, M, Alfred Binet, upon the psychology of
hysteria; including an examination of double consciousness, "automatic
writing," and the various forms of anaesthesia.
(Nos. 100, loi, and loa.)]
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BEETHOVENIANA. *

formed

BY PHILIPP SPITTA.

To
it

came

from

into being.

its

author

;

stands by

It

and

all

ciative understanding,

is

that

knowledge othow

itself

is

—a product apart

requisite to an appre-

contained in the simple phe-

nomenon of its existence. To want to know more
about a production than it itself imparts to us, can
efface the impression made, and our inquisitiveness
may lead to disappointment robbing us of the very
capability of undisturbed enjoyment.
For Science, however, the problem of the genesis
of a work of art has quite a different significance.
It
becomes important here, to ascertain the outward circumstances that led the artist to direct his fancy toward
in order thus to observe how the accia given ideal
dental blends with the essential and the transitory with
the permanent.
Of the essence of the Beautiful we
would thus discover a constituent part. Could we pry
into inner creative processes, we might promise psychology and aesthetics valuable results.
Of course, if we are to arrive at results of universal
validity, at a knowledge of laws that condition the
special case, we must be in a position to make an unlimited number of observations.
Until that has been
done the employment of results obtained is unsafe, and
we would have to seek other criteria, in order, in each
individual case, to determine what resulted from universal principles and what emanated from the person-

—

;

offers greater obstacles to

scientific appre-

hension, both as to subject-matter and intellectual conarts.
The process of
conception in general, is veiled in profound
secrecy, as is the gradual perfection in the fancy of
the thing conceived
and we may easily estimate

tent,

than any other of the fine

artistic

;

thence,

how hidden from view

are the operations of

creative musical thought.

Habits

among

of

artists.

mind almost approaching to unWhatever they could state as having

taken place, would refer chiefly to unimportant matters.

Or perhaps they subsequently attempted

to

transplace themselves into the condition they had been

and thus fall into self-illusions. We know instances
where artists have afterwards imputed associations to
their works, which in their conception they could never
possibly have had.
The way in which the great musicians have given
their productions form and expression varies with their
genius and habits.
In many instances the process
was conducted in hidden silence. Mozart allowed his
ideas to assume perfect shape before writing down a
in,

The

written notation became to him, accordmechanical exercise during which he could
chat and joke at random.
It would not disturb him
if people played in his presence, so deeply and inefIt
faceably was his composition fixed in his mind.
was extremely rare for him to be undecided about a
single particular, when writing. The overture to " Le

note.

ingly, a

Mariage de Figaro " furnishes an instance it was to
have originally had a middle movement which Mozart
struck out before the overture was completely finished.
Sketches that have come down to us, show as a rule
:

the piece complete in

all

its

outlines.

If

during the

execution of details something in particular came up
To
at the moment, it was subordinate in importance.
lighten the darkness of Mozart's creative activity

is

therefore impossible.
of Franz Schubert was very similar to
Although the degree of inner maturation was
manifestly less, and the greater part was improvised

The method

ality of the artist.

Music

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo Cts.

in states of

consciousness.

DERIVE enjoyment and edification from a mas-

ter-piece of *art, does not require a

Two

introspection are not

They

possess,

it is

but are very apt to lead astray.

entirely lacking

true, a certain value,

The more powerful

this.

at the

time of writing.

We

know of Sebastian Bach, that sometimes he
would make occasional notes beforehand, for compoUpon the whole though,
sitions that he had in mind.
the creative process was in his case an internal one
but it seems to have advanced more slowly than with
Mozart, though always with equal continuity. Despite
the intricacies of his compositions, we know of few
cases where he has rejected the outlines once hit upon.
;

the excitation of the fancy, the duller do our powers of

Even

observation become

He more frequently undertook
ever any uncertainty.
changes when returning to a composition some time

;

some

have
their creations have been

of the greatest artists

told us that the basal ideas of

Translated from the Deutsche Rundschan

by aupK.

in

the

afterwards.

execution of

But by reference

details

there

is

hardly

to these alterations noth-
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is gained as regards our knowledge of how the
composition was originally formed.
Handel was perhaps the most rapid of all the great
Composition and notation were almost
composers.

ing

simultaneous with him, and the very first copy completely determined the form of the piece in all its principle outlines. When filling out the outlines sketched,

he undertook another examination of the composition.
Handel's sketches offer, least of all, a picture of the
exhibiting not
inner workings of the musical mind
even points of interpretation whence we may reason
back to the processes that gave them being. In his
revisions of his own and others' compositions, however, we have an excellent means of learning on what
general conditions the creative power of his imagination rested, although it gives us no insight into the
origination of any single work.
With Beethoven the case is quite different still.
He was in the habit of always aiding the inner creative
work by giving his thoughts objective expression. He
would procure, for this purpose, books and stitched
sheets of blank paper, which he filled with musical
he
jottings, essays, sketches, and plans of all sizes
would do this not only while engaged in his work at
home, but even while roaming, about, as was his cusOf these manuscripts a
tom, in the open country.
No one who knew
vast number has been preserved.
;

;

of

their existence,

could

fail

to perceive their

im-

portance for the criticism of Beethoven's creative activity.

have

Yet

it

is

not until very recently that critics

about a thorough and systematic examination

set

of these sources.
It is

Nottebohm (died, 1882),
in this movement.
He

to have taken the initiative
presented the results of his investigations

— "A Note-Book

in

several

Beethoven's," 1865
" Beethoveniana," 1872; and "A Note-Book of Beethoven's from the year 1803," 1880. Tothese belongalso
Nottebohm's posthumous essays, which were published
of

;

a short time ago by C. Mandyczewski, of Vienna, under

the

title

of

hidden law

"Second Beethoveniana"

(Leipsic,

J.

Rieter-Biedermann). There are, all together, sixty-five
essays, and they cover Beethoven's whole Vienna pelistens to

had unconsciously and

But it is the first and most incontestable inference
from Beethoven's notes that this was in no wise the
case. Beethoven's work proceeded not only slowly and
laboriously, but piece-wise and unconnectedly.
It
seems inexplicable how compositions, so perfectly organic, could have been produced in this manner.
In
sharp contrast to Handel's method, we notice an un•settled and capricious disposition
the subject is approached only by fits and starts now this is taken up
and now that, until written notation must be resorted
;

;

to, if

the results of this confused activity are not to be

lost.

When we

compare the

original sketches of

commu-

positions

known

sical art,

with the forms they ultimately assumed,

to us as the highest perfection of

we

embryonic themes frequently appear
commonplace and valueless and that frequently they
scarcely possess any resemblance whatever with the
resultant forms of their development.
At other times
they are heavy and inelegant.
But in Beethoven's matured works we have a safe
criterion of his sense of beauty, and we must therefore
exclude the supposition that they could, at any time,
have met his approval in that shape. He must have
found in them something 'indiscernible to the eye of
other.s
the glimpse of an ideal that at first hovered
before him in outlines dark and indistinct.
Then, in
find that these

—

his later notes,

we may

how

trace

the

first

sketch be-

assume more individual marks.

Yet even after
the process of elaboration is begun, the object in view
is not so definitely aimed at
he tests, changes, and
often, after having stubbornly worked in a given direction, he suddenly rejects the whole and attempts
the solution in another way.
His method of composition is always the same,
whether the subjects be great or small. Simple pieces
like the well-known funeral-march from the A-flat major sonata (Op. 26), the variation-theme from the Csharp rriinor quartette, which in its fervid simplicity,
seems to have sprung like an inspiration direct from
the heart were all the product of repeated adaptations
gins to

—

and labored

We

riod from 1792 to the year of his death, 1827.

Whosoever

of natural necessity,

unlaboriously called them into being.

;

the merit of Gustav

publications

COURT.

a rendering of a

Beethoven

composition, whether he abandon himself to the en-

joyment of it alone, or whether he test it critically
cannot fail to be impressed with the inimitable perfection of form and the graceful freejlom of individual
movement. Everything is in its place. Everything is

find

efforts.

more than a dozen

different

versions to

melody, "Freuiie, schoner Gotterfunken" (Joy, O
beauteous spark of heaven !) which is the pith of the
the

symphony and is certainly of most
The ode, " Die stille Nacht iitnerquickend Thai und Hoh' " (The silent night

finale of the ninth

exquisite simplicity.
diinkelt

enshrouds, refreshing, dale and height),

is

found in

indissolubly joined together.

sixteen,

along so gracefully and so unerringly, that one would
think they could never have been other than what they

poem, " Trocknet nicht, trocknet nicht
Thrdnen der ewigen Liebe" (Dry not, dry not the
tears of eternal loVe), which only after many attempts
assumed its final musical form, Beethoven seems

In perfect unity of organic growth his most gigantic compositions move

are,

and that the Genius

of

Art,

obedient to some

more

Goethe's

or less diverging,

little

commencements.

In

THE OPEN
at any rate the
words " ungliicklieher Liebe!", and " Ack, nur dem halbgetrockneten
Auge, Wie ode, wie todt die Welt ihm erscheint !"
This being the case with smaller poems, it is not
surprising that he composed, for example, the separate
odes in the collection ^' An die feme Geliebte " (To my

to

begun

have

the

in

middle

down belong

;

to the

notes

first set

far-off

Love), not in their regular succession, but un-

dertook them

all

at once,

and, without completing

what had been begun, would turn from one to the other
random.
We learn from Beethoven's own words that he liked
to work at different compositions at the same time.
"As I now write, I often compose three or four pieces
simultaneously," he says in a letter of June 29th,
Of this, his
1800, to his acquaintance, Dr. Wegeler.
note-books furnish proofs, plainer and fuller, than
at

could ever be found in Beethoven's words.
too, that

It is

found,

adopt this method so late as
In 1794 he was working at two piano-

he did not

the year given.

first

and a vocal piece at the same time. We find in
Rassumoffsky string-quartettes (1806)
that he busied himself simultaneously with the different movements of the first and second, and of the
second and third quartettes. He did the same thing
in his great string-quartettes of 1825 and 1826 he was
busy with all the principal parts of his B sharp minor
In this conquartette, without any system whatever.
nection it not unfrequently happens that singlethoughts
or for that matter whole movements had originally different constructions from those that were finally given
trios

the so called

:

them.

On

the other

hand

it

often

happened

that Beeth-

COURT.

Beethoven's genius did not manifest itself as a
light, but as an intense
The fruitful germs
glow, an unceasing scintillation.
sprang from his imagination in rapid succession. He,
certainly, only entered the most important ones in his
note-books, and even these were not all developed.
It is marvelous, the number of ideas and sketches
broadly beaming stream of

Many there are, of
find, of which he made no use.
which we cannot discover their latent power. Others
Prospective plans in
of mature and perfect beauty.
such quantities, that Nottebohm was warranted in
stating, that, had Beethoven completed the symphonies he began, we would have possessed fifty of them

we

at the least.

—

This scintillation of genius never ceased even
during the direct composition of his works. While
writing the third of the Rassumoffsky quartettes (the

C-major) the theme of the second movement of the
A-major symphony suddenly flashed up, and, happily,
it was not doomed to die, as hundreds of others were.
One notices that just at the completion of a work an
especially large number of new suggestions and ideas
take origin.
And it is these chiefly that remain undeveloped.

The explanation of this lies in the nature of the
The artist, when near the triumphant comple-

process.

with a sense of pride, happiThis sense, in Beethoven's case,
expressed itself in a more powerful excitation of his peculiar imaginative powers. The mighty swell whereon
he triumphantly rose to the completion of a work
and of him more than of others may we speak of tri-

tion of a work,

ness,

umph — broke

into a sparkling spray of after-thoughts.

They were but

same

as

cuted once for

ideal

came

cision
first

ultimately became.
to

him

At the

first

in all its distinctness.

takes possession of him

;

glance, his

But inde-

he throws aside his

conception, and wanders searchingly about only

to return after

many

aberrations to the original form.

This was the case with Gcethe's poem " K/eine Blumen, kleine Blatter" (Little Flowers, little Leaves).
Oftentimes too, the composition of a multi-movement
piece is quite regular and normal step by step, and
movement by movement. And then at times, as in the
A major symphony, the ideas in the beginning are entirely different from what they become in the finished
composition.
Again, the ideas employed for any purpose sought to be attained, are not always conceived
:

on the spur of the movement. Old and unused material
is again brought to light.
The beautiful theme of the
slow movement in the A major symphony was conceived six years before being introduced into this

The theme of the scherzo in the ninth symphony was in existence two years before Beethoven
even set about composing the symphony.
piece.

is filled

and elevation.

oven's conception of an air was, at the very start, the
it

1873

the part of a work that had been exe-

all,

and further elaboration was denied

them.

This intricacy of method, this arduous drudgery
and inconstancy in the treatment of subjects, and
those mighty works of art, perfect and built as it were
How was it
what a contrast they form
for eternity
possible that the same man whom we see waging a
life-long war with matter, could have reared the royal
structures that place him among the greatest artists of
We ask. But the fact reall nations and all times ?
mains, and we must set aright the seeming anomaly.

—

!

[To be concluded.

)

VOLUNTARY ATTENTION.*
BV TH. RIBOT.

Voluntary

or artificial attention

is

a product of

It is
education, of direction, and of training.
grafted, as it were, upon spontaneous or natural at-

art, of

tention,
^

From

and finds
"

in the latter

The Psychology

of Attenti

its

conditions of ex-

slated by yvXv, copyrighted.
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istence, as the graft

does in the stock, into which

it

In spontaneous attention the obhas been inserted.
ject acts by its intrinsic power; in voluntary attention
the subject acts through extrinsic, that is, through
superadded powers. In voluntary attention the aim

by hazard or circumstances it is
it
willed, chosen, accepted or, at least, submitted to
is mainly a question of adapting ourselves to it, and of
finding the proper means for maintaining the state and
hence voluntary attention is always accompanied by a
certain feeling of effort. The maximum of spontaneous
attention and the maximum of voluntary attention are
the one running in the direction of
totally antithetic
is

no longer

set

;

;

;

;

the strongest attraction, the other in the direction of

They

the greatest resistance.
limits

between which

with a definite point

all

at

constitute the two polar

possible degrees are found,

which, in theory at

least, the

COURT.

month

it

ing

eyes to rest upon objects less and less interest-

its

explores

The same

ing (Preyer).

other senses; there
is

of greatest

The

is

concern to that which

is

finally the

phenomena

of arrested motion or inhiour opinion, play a principal part in

the mechanism of attention.

'

'

psychic process of attention,

is

by the momentary suspension
ing

phenomenon

chiefly characterized

of respiration

—a

strik-

indeed, after being accustomed to

almost imappearance of
will takes place.
Preyer claims to have noticed indications of will toward the fifth month, but in its
impulsive form as a power of inhibition it appears
the rapid respiration of children."*

what period the

at

tell,

It is

first

;

much

later.

So long as the psychic

life

thus remains in the ten-

that

is,

the transfer of the

mind from one object to another, is determined only
by the objects' power of attraction. The birth of voluntary attention, the power of fastening the mind upon
non-attractive objects, can only be accomplished by
under the influence of education, whether de-

force,

men

rived from

I.

Attention in the in-

is

tative epoch, attention,

bition, which, in

of least concern.

accompanied by a certain emotional state, which
Preyer calls the emotion of astonishment. At its highest point, this state produces a temporary immobility
According to Dr. Sikorski, "astonof the muscles.
ishment, or rather the emotion that accompanies the
fant

we

and

is

later

contraction of various muscles.

possible to

propose to investigate how voluntary attention
is formed, to inquire into its genesis; then we shall
study the feeling of effort by which it is accompanied,

which

becomes intense
outwardly expressed by the more marked

two forms meet.
Although voluntary attention is almost the only
form that psychologists have studied, and though to
the majority it constitutes all of attention, its mechanism, nevertheless, has not been any better understood.
In attempting to arrive at some comprehension of it,
first

takes place in regard to the

a slow transition from that which

fixing of the gaze,

attention,

by degrees allow-

vision,

its field of

or things external.

Education, de-

The process through which voluntary attention is
formed, may be reduced to the following single formula To render attractive, by artifice, what is liot so

rived from men,

is,

strable, but

not the only kind.

by nature to give an artificial interest to things that
have not a natural interest. I use the word interest "

of

in the ordinary sense, as equivalent to the periphrase

"What do those pictures mean? "
answers "When you know how to read, the
book will tell you." After a few talks of this kind
the child finally gives up
at first it sets about the
task lazily, but afterwards it becomes accustomed to its
work, and finally evinces an eagerness that needs to
In this we have an instance of the genbe checked.
It was necessary to graft
esis of voluntary attention.
upon a desire, natural and direct, a desire artificial
and indirect. Reading is an operation that does not
possess an immediate attraction, but as a means to an
end it has an attraction a kind of borrowed attraction
and that is sufficient the child has been caught
in a wheel-work, as it were, and the first step has been
accomplished.
The following is another example from
B. Perez. f
"A child six years old, habitually very
inattentive, went to the piano one day, of its own ac-

A

:

;

'

'

:

anything that keeps the mind on the alert. But the mind
is only kept alert by the agreeable, disagreeable, or
mixed, action of objects upon it, that is, by emotional

With

however, that here the feelings that sustain attention, are acquired, superadded,
not spontaneous, as in its primitive manifestations.
states.

The whole

this difference

question, accordingly,

finding of effective motives

;

if

is

reduced

to

the

the latter be wanting,

voluntary attention does not appear.

Such is the process in general in
it becomes infinitely diversified.
;

practice,

how-

ever,

In order properly to understand the genesis of vol-

untary attention, the best way will be to study children and the higher animals.
The simplest examples

prove the most instructive.
During the earliest period of its life the child is
only capable of spontaneous attention.
It fixes its
gaze only upon shining objects, and upon the faces of
its mother or nurse.
Toward the end of the third
will

it is

child refuses to learn

keeping

its

mind

traction for it; but

most easily demon-

of course, the

fixed
it

how to

upon

read

;

it is

letters that

incapable

have no

pictures in a book.
Its father

:

;

—

—

:

* Sikorski:

"

Le Dizicloppo

phiquc, April, 1885.)
t B.

Perez

:

L Enfant de trot

at-

gaze with eagerness upon

will

nt psychigue de I'En/ant.

{Re:
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cord, to repeat an air that pleased

remained there

the age of seven, seeing

its

mother; and

The same

an hour.

for over

brother engaged about some

its

'What

father's study.

are

and seated itself in its
you doing?' asked the

nurse, astonished at finding the child there.

German

doing a page of
wish to give

Mamma a

have another case

;

it is

'

them from
means
purposes, and

diverting
if

possible, as

to its

invariably found to be the

in endless variations, resulting in success,

half-success, or failure

:

ever grasping natural motives,

their direct purpose, using them,
for

another end. Art bends nature

for this

reason

I

call this

form of

motives that
forth

and

to

enumerate

all

the different

puts into play, in order to

artifice

to consolidate voluntary attention, that

call
is,

—

and

training

of

but here the

;

educator only has at his disposal limited means of
He acts upon the
action, very simple in character.
animal through fear, privation of food, violence, kindcaresses, and in this manner he succeeds in
making the animal contract certain habits, and through
Among animals, as among
artifice become attentive.
men, there are teachable and refractory individuals.
"A man," says Darwin,* "who trains monkeys to act

ness,

in

plays, used to purchase

common

kinds from the

Zoological Society, at the price of ^^5 for each but
he offered to give double the price, if he might keep
;

three or four of

When

one.

for a

few days

in

order to select

how he could possibly learn so
particular monkey would turn out a

he answered that

actor,

power

them

asked

soon whether a

good

attention, artificial.

Without assuming

in detail that also in an-

ence of education,

we

of the genesis of voluntary atten-

is

show

to

am

pleasant surprise.' " Here

mechanism

unnecessary

but

In every instance of the origination of voluntary

—but

It is

;

;

attention this

;

I

not very amusing

upon a purely selfish feeling as in the former example.
The piano and the German lesson did not spontaneously evoke attention
they awaken and maintain it
through the medium of a borrowed force.

same,

in
discipline, never attain to this third period
such people voluntary attention is seldom produced,
or only intermittentl}', and cannot become a habit.

imals the transition from spontaneous attention to voluntary attention is similarly effected under the influ-

time grafted upon a sympathetic, and not

tion, this
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and

holiday-duties, entered

of his

I

it

child, at
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of attention.

plaining anything to a

by

distracted, as

it

all

depended on

their

when he was talking and exmonkey its attention was easily

If,

on the

a fly

wall, or other trifling ob-

once more my former statement, in order
to impart to the purpose in view a power of action
that it naturally does not possess, I shall now indicate three periods in point of time into which volun-

ject, the

tary attention

Accordingly, at the root of attention we find only
emotional states, attractive or repulsive tendencies. In
In
the spontaneous form these are the only causes.
the voluntary form, it is the same yet with this differ-

to repeat

In the

falls.

period, the educator acts only

first

He

simple feelings.

employs

upon

fear in all its forms,

egotistic tendencies, the attraction of rewards, tender

and sympathetic emotions, as well as our innate curiosity, which seems to be the appetite of intelligence,
and which to a certain degree no matter how weak
is found in everybody.
During the second period, artificial attention is
aroused and maintained by means of feelings of secondary formation, such as love of self, emulation, am-

—

is

third period

is

that of organization

The

aroused and sustained by habit.

class-room, the

workman

a rule, prefer to be

and

attention

pupil in the

in his shop, the clerk at his

the tradesman behind his counter,

office,

;

somewhere

else

;

all

would, as

but egotism, am-

;

attention

is

produced and sustained

less

through

present causes than through an accumulation of prior

causes

;

habitual motives having acquired the force of

natural motives.

Individuals refractory to education

monkey act, it turned
monkey which carefully

;

feelings are

of a nature

more

slow formation, derived through exIf, while volunperience from primitive tendencies.
tary attention is still in its period of genesis, before it

complex and

of

has been organized and fixed by habit, you take away
from the school- boy all love of self, all emulation, all
fear of punishment, leave a fortune to the

workman, grant a competence

from the very outset

of his career,

scattered to

attention

is

I

it.

to

once be
to

confess that this genesis of

—which,

and acquired form,

is

although only a de-

yet the only one that

—

regard enters without an antecedent founda" Voluntary attention is subject to the superior

authority of the Ego.

please
points.
*

will at

it is conformable to
most psj'chologists it would seem,

that voluntary attention

tion.

clerk

their atten-

very intricate; but

According

rivative

tradesman

to the

for there is nothing left

the wind,

evoke and sustain

all

employments

tion to their distasteful

thej'

fact of being placed in a certain attitude,
amidst certain surroundings, brings with it all the

the other hand, a

that here the

ence,

The mere

interest

he tried by punish-

If

inattentive

attended to him could always be trained."

facts.

rest

On

sulky.

have created by repetition a fixed
and lasting habit. Acquired attention has thus become
a second nature, and the artificial process is complete.
bition,

make an

to

or the

bition, interest in a practical line, duty, etc.

The

ment

case was hopeless.

;

I

by alternate turns
I

concentrate

Descent of Man," Vol.

I.

it

give or withdraw
I

direct

it

upon each

it,

as

I

toward different
point, as long as
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my will

can sustain

If this

effort."*

its

be not a purely

conventional and fanciful description, if the author derives it from his own personal experience, I should

my genuine

not withhold

should be destitute of

admiration. But in truth,

we

genius of observation, or

all

we did

blinded by prejudice,

if

voluntary attention, in

its

difficult state to sustain,

and that actually many do not

attain to

not perceive

durable form,

is

that

really a

it.

But if, as we have attempted to show, the higher
form of attention is the work of the education that we
have received from our parents, teachers, and surroundings, as well as the education which later we have ourselves acquired in imitating that which we earlier experienced, this explanation, nevertheless, only forces

the difficulty further back

;

for

our teachers have only

acted upon us, as others had previously acted upon

them, and so on back through the generations. This,
accordingly, does not explain the primordial genesis
of voluntary attention.
How then does voluntary attention originate ? It
originates of necessit}', under the pressure of need, and
with the progress of intelligence.
It is an instrument
that has been -perfected a product of civilization. The
same progressive movement that in the order of moral
events has caused the individual to pass from the
control of instincts to that of interest and duty; in the
social order, from primitive savagery to the state of
organization in the political order, from almost absolute individualism to the constitution of a govern-

—

;

ment

:

this

same onward movement,

in the intellectual

world, has also effected the transition from sponta-

dominance of voluntary atteneffect and cause of civilization.
In the preceding chapterf it was pointed out that,
in the state of nature the power of spontaneous attention, both for animals and men, is a factor of the foremost order in the struggle for life. In the course of
man's development from the savage state, so soon as
(through whatever actual causes, such as lack of game,
density of population, sterility of soil, or more warlike
neighboring tribes) there was only left the alternative
of perishing or of accommodating oneself to more com-

neous attention
tion.

The
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attention did not exist, or appeared only

by flashes
and then of short duration. The laziness of savages
travelers and ethnologists are all agreed
is well-known
on this point, and the proofs and instances are so
numerous that it would be idle to quote authorities.
The savage has a passion for hunting, war, and gambling for the unforeseen, the unknown, and the hazardous in all its forms but sustained effort he ignores
Love of work is a sentiment of purely
or contemns.
secondary formation, that goes hand in hand with
civilization.
And we may note, now, that work is the
concrete, the most manifest form of attention.
Continuous work is repugnant even to half-civilized
tribes.
Darwin asked certain Gauchos who were
addicted to drink, gambling, and theft, why they did
not work.
One of them answered: "The days are
too long."*
"The life of the primitive man," says
Herbert Spencer,f "is passed mainly in the pursuit
of beasts, birds, and fish, which yields him a gratifying excitement but though to the civilized man the
;

;

;

;

chase gives gratification, this

tinued application, which in the primitive
small, has
is

both

plex conditions of life,

—

in other

words, to go to work,

voluntary attention also became a foremost factor in

new form of the struggle for existence. So soon
man had become capable of devoting himself to any

ourselves

become

most are coerced

man

is

whom

restless

active occupation

into industry

is

very

considerable.

a need

It

by neces-

but there are sprinkled throughout society

sity,

to

among

true that

men

— men who are

when away from business and miserable when

they eventually give

it

up

;

men

to

whom

line of investigation is so attractive that

themselves

to

day

it

this or that

they devote

after daj', year after year, hardly

giving themselves the rest necessary for health."
But, as in order to live at

to the

latter is

neither so persistent

is

Conversely, the power of con-

nor so general

all,

even as savages,

it is

necessary from time to time to perform some kind of

such labor, as is well known, usually dewomen, who, while their husbands sleep,
work from fear of being beaten. It is accordingly possible
although at first it may seem a paradox that

drudgery,

volves upon

—

—

voluntary attention

Even among

first

woman.

originated in

nations enjoying the advantages of

long centuries of civilization, there exists a complete
class of beings that are incapable of protracted work,

—vagabonds,
The

professional thieves,

and

new

prostitutes.

whether
upon these as cases of atavism.
civilized nations, however, have suffi-

Italian criminologists of the

school,

rightly or wrongly, look

this

The

as

ciently adapted themselves to the exigencies of social

majority of

and they

task that possessed no immediate attraction, but ac-

life

cepted as only means of livelihood, voluntary attention
put in an appearance in the world.
It originated, accordingly, under the pressure of necessity, and of the
education imparted by things external.

voluntary attention.

It is easily

shown

that before civilization voluntary

Dict.scient.pkil., 2e idit.. Art. " Attentu

The Open Court,

No.

iio, p. 1869.

;

all

are to a certain degree capable of

But the number of those, of
Spencer speaks, to whom voluntary attention
is very small indeed
and few
is an urgent necessity
and far between are those who profess and practice
Voluntary attention is a
the stantem oportet mori.

whom

'

—

Voyage d*un Naiuralisie au Tour du Globe,
Data of Ethics," Chap. X.

"

;

p. 167.
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sociological

such,

we

When we

phenomenon.

understand both

shall better

consider
its

it

as

fact,

we may

has

say,

that voluntary attention

now been

an adaptation

is

ditions of a higher social life

;

that

it is
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When

their loss just the same.

see that no tree leaves

I

look out into

my

genesis and

yard,

established,

watch over another, and no flower in the garden gives
any beauty but its own example to a neighboring blossom. Would that it were so among the human kind.

its infirmity.

The
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to

the con-

I

its

place to tutor or

*

a discipline and

*

"

Do

*

the duty that lies nearest to you," was an-

a habit, an imitation of natural attention, which latter
serves, at the same time, as its point of departure and

other of Carlyle's almost biblical aphorisms, which

point of support.

write
1

7(7

be continued.)

down here without

the quotation.

thing like

ROADSIDE REVERIES.

is

BY A RECLUSE.

One cannot

help thinking

In vacation

I

am

trees

and green

a recluse

;

;

has

its

passengers, too, like those of the road

;

and,

if

one could only read their thoughts and knew their errands on both highways, what human dramas might
there not be evolved here.
It seems to me that nature and society are rather
complements to each other than hostile antipodes.
Delightful as it is to meet nature alone, few do it long.
Robinson Crusoe had his man Friday. Thoreau had
Emerson's company often, with many fine callers,
and Rousseau, well he had, if anybody has had, a
most complicated and overwhelming social experience.

—

—

*
'

I

often

wonder how

it is

that so

think Gcethe, however, said some-

is

What

troubled about
life

seems

Do the nearest duty,
already the next

to

a solvent that

many

things,

maxim

and when

run with cross purposes.

—

maxim says, and as a result
one will have become more clear.
the

*
* *

We are all of us, whether working or idle, doing with
our lives as the chemist does in his laboratory. Here
we put in an acid and there an alkali. Each new ingreIf we make a
dient changes the substance and color.
It
mistake, we can only partly, not wholly, correct it.
would have been better, perhaps, to have used the
metaphor of the loom, and then try to show how the
texture goes on like the strands or figures in a roll of
cloth or carpet.

If

time

is

the shuttle,

we

are

m-

deed the weavers. Our tapestry may be of rags, or
What a
silk, or it may be of Gobelin's manufacture.
fabric went to make Epaminondas, and Franklin, and
Lincoln ? Very different from the stuff used by Nero
and Napoleon. I never think in this direction long,
however, without recalling somebody's expressive couplet which I cannot place, but which often bombards

my memory
"

:

Our former deeds pursue us from afar,
And what we have been makes us what we are."

have a friend, Horatio, who often drops in upon
He is full of vigorous strength and life, and not
If he intera student, though a very robust thinker.
rupts my thoughts for the moment, he always leaves
me something new to think about. He said yesterday
"I have never been troubled much about sin, in the
singular number.
Sin only touches my conscience
when it has a definite or an indefinite article before
when conscience says " Thou art the man." It is
it
not abstract evil, but the concrete article which disturbs me. I may not be exactly orthodox, but I never
It seems
could repent of what is called original sin.
to me that to do so, would be something like the shedding of tears by Mark Twain at the supposititious
tomb of Adam. It is sin which originates with me,
not that which Adam comthat gives me a pang
So far as he has left me helpless and weak,
mitted.
so far he has, it seems to me, lessened my responsibility.
The story of Eden has its uses, however, if
When I read it
it only commends us to be watchful.
I

me.

:

*

many people

find

time to devote their lives so wholly to the reformation

and to exploit infallible panaceas.
do not condemn them, for the world needs workers
in every helpful line but I often think of Carlyle's
aphorism when I meet some of the more fussy and
pretentious sort.
"Reform thyself, Man; and then
you may be sure there will be one less rascal in the
world," or words to that effect.
If every one did this,
how many misdirected energies might be spared and
what a moral waste would be avoided. There are
actually not a few bright spirits whom I know, whose
attention to the wants of others cramps their own
proper development.
I do not forget what compensation may come from such bereavements but, I lament
of their neighbors,

—

I

when one

I

before him.

the stream of

among

and I come annually to this far away Dreamthorp, where I now find
myself, to ruminate and dream.
A smooth country
road winds by the cottage I occupy and thick trees and
dense shrubbery embower it. What a lulling sound
there is under green leaves, which scarcely ever lack
s(5me vagrant zephyr to stir them.
Some one has
aptly said, "It was a beautiful thought when God
thought of making a tree." Perhaps for that reason
the meditative mood is so overpowering where trees
surround you.
Not less interesting where I am is the
clear stream which curves around the house, and
makes an audible ripple over its shingly bed. This
leaves.

it

I

verifying the exactness of

;

;

—

:

;
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supposed

as a child and

me

it

literally true,

it

nothing equals

fable,

it

in force

staggered

As

with a certain deep sense of injustice.

a moral

and significance

true

giveth

it

is

that

the letter killeth, but the spirit

*

*

Goethe said he saw no sin that he might not himself have committed.
And Bunyan uttered in a different form a quite similar confession.
Bunyan died
sixty-one years before Gcethe

was born

;

but there

is

scarcely a possibility that Goethe borrowed his thought

from the author of the "Pilgrim's Progress." Doubtless he never heard of the author of that book.
That
two such diverse minds, who looked at life from such
different angles, could utter this pregnant confession,
suggests a good deal of deep reflection.
*
*

*

curious what differences of criticism there are

on Goethe's life and work. Wordsworth abominated
the " Wilhelm Meister. " Emerson who exalted Goethe,
not without reservations, in a

way

that

would have

shocked the mind
"

Emerson

saw nothing very admirable

"

in Faust.

make both

I

find that

of these

works

and moral in their purpose as anything
Faust deals with the problem of evil,
and Wilhelm with the practical problems of life. The
mind which so profoundly affected Byron and Carlyle,
not to name others equally great and equally different,
must have penned a larger scroll than some critics can
give credit for.
The deeper sense lies and must be
read between the lines.

as significant

in all literature.

acknowledged that Gcethe paved the way for
Darwin. He saw physiological analogies that were
unthought of before his own time. Though making
some mistakes, he still, in a measure, gave new eyes
to science.
He showed that the leaf was the real
germ of a plant. Pistil, stamen, petal, caylix, and coty-

simply a leaf otherwise

under new fashions.
"Origin of Species,"

to speak,

his

said in one of his

striving to be

Mounts through

one

Man, th«

all

it

in a better

is

poems

:

Worm

the spires of form."

to think that the Zeitgeist

large sense, the author of authors

;

or, as

is,

in a

Emerson puts

Perhaps, then, that

way, the Over-Soul.

When some

a true story told lately of Mrs. Stowe.

one congratulated her upon the genius in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," she said
"I am not its author. God wrote
I was merely the amanuensis."
it.
:

DARWINIAN OR CHRISTIAN.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

Faith, to our
true

self, is

spirit, to

our consciousness, to our

what knowledge

is

Our

to the intellect.

our future, for our spirit lives even now in the
future. Fools they are, who would force our faith into
physical limitations, for it is the most immediate, the
faith is

most spontaneous force of the human spirit. Still
greater fools they, who would like to make empirical
knowledge of ever changing and fleeting matter, the
substance of faith.
It is the same foolishness which
presents the form of religion as its essential, and tries
to

make

it

the subject of faith.

We

to-day believe

and have faith in love, in truthfulness, in our nation,
in man, and in humanity, even if we do not worship
them as personal deities, as the Greeks did, or refuse
to see in them the commands or the creations of the
personal God.
They are doing the greatest injury to
faith, who attempt to hinder its evolution, who would
like to eternalize the crumbling form, and thus place
themselves and their dogmas into strong conflict with
the consciousness of the time.

that

But

And

All this leads

But no

Of him who uttered nothing base,"

the great admirers of Goethe

It is

— arranged, so

was before Darwin wrote

too, that

life.

It is

disposed

said at the beginning of his essay on

Compensation, that he had long wanted to write upon
If I were only a theologian, I should say
that subject.
that I have long wanted to write an essay on the OriI do not know what
entalism of the New Testament.
is taught in the Divinity schools, as I have never been
in one, but I should think a professorship of Persian,
Arabic, and other Oriental Poetry would be a matter
An understanding of
of prime importance in them.
these literatures would certainl}' prevent any one's
reading the New Testament as one would read our Revised Statutes.
When you read it so, you cannot possibly escape the doctrine of Transsubstantiation.
In
fact, you cannot escape a good many other absurdities.

How

ledon, he discovered were

It

!

* *

Emerson

COURT.

belief

less foolish are they,
will

who dream,

that faith,

ever be superseded by knowledge.

There is one thing, we can never know, however stupendous may become the advances made by science,
and that is the future. For the world is evolution of
the spirit, and it is the essential nature of evolution,
that the next step must always be an improvement
upon the last one. Therefore the reflection of all the
past, which fills our knowledge, can never give us information of even the nearest future of our spirit. That
can alone be furnished by the active, creative force of
Translated by Theo. Gestefeld.
(Both sides to the recent conlri ersy between agnostic
.lied, and
orthodox Christianity may find son
Fession of
faith, made by the late Ludwig N
of the fo
onists of
Germany, in his work " Die Welt als Entwicklung des Geiste ," (The vvorld as
evolution of spirit,) which appeared in 1S74, long before M
Huxlej thought
it necessary, to coin the word agnostic.
Mr. Noirt^, being n
agnostic
" building-stones for a monistic
nor an orthodox Christian, calls his book al
system of philosophy," and therefore his c( fession should possess
special
interest for the readers of The Open Couri and all who sympathize with its
objects.— Tr.)
:
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which co-operates

faith,

in the great

The

tion of the universe.

work

of the evolu-

ideals are the

polar star,

COURT.

its

essence will have become universally accepted, and

name

a

which guides the skiff of humanity upon this boundAnd ideals we can
less, silent ocean of evolution.
never know, we can only believe them, have faith in

will

them.

tions,

If the question was put to us in the following form
Are we Darwinians, or Christians ? then I would ex:

my

claim out of the fullness of

We

do not

heart

:

Christians

!

Newwe do not take our name

ourselves Copernicans, nor

call

tonians, nor Keplerians

;

from those who have advanced our knowledge. Science is a gigantic structure to which every age, every

When

you have

told

me

all

be offered up to His memory by coming generawho will have forgotten all the dark clouds of

will

superstition and unbelief, which for so long have en-

deavored to obscure its beauty.
In this sense our
greatest poet accepted this ideal in all its purity for
the humanity of the present day, when, with the charm

We

also confess.

From
Christ

is

risen for you

!

Tear off now your fette
With joyous sound
Praise Him by doing,

you know, you

:

Prove Him by loving,
Preach Him, while wand'ring,
By promising joy
Now is the Master near.
For you is He here.

won

corruption's

!

TO

.

BY Louis Belrose,

Jr.

Thoo oft hast told me how, when night
Had blent the garden's wealth of green.
And high o'er Leman's wave serene
The moonbeam tipped the mountain height,

From yonder window, robed

in white,

Thou'dst gaze as on a " fairy scene,"

While gentle music bade thee glean
sweet heart's fill of calm delight

confess our faith, our

Thy

highest ideal, towards which for more

:

The

than two thousand years the longings and the aspirations of the most exalted of our race have been directed, for which millions have given their lives, no
less in the noiseless,

of Chris-

tianity with soul-stirring simplicity in these lines

—

Thus we

he expressed the true essence

of his poetry,

have become through that very fact quite dispensable
to me, and if I sought of you nothing but knowledge,
But if it is your own
I would never call on you again.
being, if it is your belief, your purpose, the aims and
objects of your aspirations, which you pour into my
soul, O then my heart will be lit up by a similar
fliame, and inseparably united, in absolute atonement
with you then would I confess and profess you loudly,
and everywhere.
belief, in the

But His picture

only signifies a distinction.

be raised up in the temple of humanity as that of

greatest benefactor, and gratitude and reverence

its

century, every great intellect, before disappearing, add
a stone.

1879

full

moon

shines across the lake

hear a soft Italian air
The little ripples hardly break
I

And

unnoticed sacrifice of active love

;

;

all

;

as then is passing fair

But thou art gone and these but wake
The dreamy echoes of despair.
!

for

humanity, than

in the night of the

dungeon,

in the

secrecy of the torture-chamber, or in the lurid glare

This highest ideal is humanity, the
brotherhood of man, the union of mankind into one
The time will
great nation, into one great family.
come, when all joys and pains will be born and felt by
all in common, when all evil will be prevented and
of the

shorn of

its

power, when

find shelter.

all sufferers will

Nobody has felt this ideal in more beauty and purit}',
nobody has proclaimed it with more glory and with
more enthusiasm, than that divine master, whose great,
flaming heart felt and experienced itself all the sorrow
and all the anguish, then and now still resting upon
humanity, blind and wearily sighing for a saviour, and

who

first

raised the

command

of neighborly love into

the sympathetic feeling of the oneness of
in those
all

ye

imperishable words of comfort

who

are

give you rest

!

"

Him who

:

all

"

humanity

Come

weary and heavily laden, and

As long

been realized, so long
after

1877.

stake.

to
I

me
will

as this highest ideal has not

will

we

named
and who has

rejoice in being

revealed this ideal to us,

been the purest and noblest example of absolute humanity upon this earth. In the fullness of time this
now most beautiful flower of ideality may ripen into full
fruitage, and then the name will disappear, because

CORRESPONDENCE.
USERS OF LAND, AND OWNERS OF LAND.
To the Editor of

The Open Court

:

Dr. Wood comes back again and says that he and " Wheelbarrow " are getting together very rapidly. I am glad to hear it.

He

is

not the

first

my

of

critics

to see the error of

his doctrine.

Mr. Pentecost, who censured me for doubting the efficacy of the
In a recent numsingle-ta.x expedient, now denounces it himself.
ber of the Ti^jentieth Century he proclaimed the single- tax to be a
"

I never said anything about it so severe
a " deception," but without implying that
its advocates have any intention to deceive, for I do not think they
They and their disciples are all innocent victims of the
have.
same philanthropic delusion. Persons who compare Dr. Wood's

humbug and

as that.

last criticism

made

has

first one, will see what a great advance he
knowledge and understanding of land, and man's

He

it.

will

soon discover the impossibility of making

men land-owners by

ownership.

make me
make me

man

the inverse process of abolishing landall the post-offices does not

National ownership of

a postmaster, neither will government land-ownership
I think it would be very unjust if every
a land-owner.

should

should
fair

it

with his

in the

relation to
all

a farce."

have called

I

own

own

the land that one

it.

More than

that, I

man

tills.

I

think that he alone

think his land should bear

proportion of the public taxes according to

more.

its

value,

its

and no

THE OPEN
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Wood

Dr.

me

reproaches

remedy except objections

that

have as yet

I

'
'

advanced no

to other people's remedies."

I

am

not

quite certain, but

I think that statement is correct.
I have not
diploma as a Doctor of Politics, and I am afraid
that if I should go to mi.xing " remedies, " I should not succeed any
better than Dr. Wood.
I fear that like him I should provide another bane instead of an antidote.
Besides, a man may criticise

my

yet received

the plans of others without thereby assuming any obligation to

Last month I attended a Scotch picnic, and
had great sport in watching the athletic games. The prize for the
longest running jump brought out many competitors.
The best
jump was made by a sinewy fellow who cleared 19 feet 11
inches.
I happened to say to a friend that it wasn't a great
jump, when a bystander, a friend of the jumper, turned sharply
upon me and said " Well, go and beat it or shut up." I thought
him very rude, because I was not bound to beat it before criticising the achievement.
And in like manner, all sorts of botch-work
claims immunity by demanding that its critic shall do better or
furnish better plans.

COURT.
Now

"

it is evident that in order to take for ttie use of the community the
income arising from land. Just as ejff'ectually as it could be taken by formally appropriating and letting out the land, it is only necessary to abolish,
one after the other, all other taxes now levied, and increase the tax on landvalues until it reaches, as near as may be, the full annual value of the land."

ivhole

The mythical " Scully," even by the exaggerated statement of
Mr. Perkins, would only take two-thirds of the products of the
land, while the beneficent "single-tax" landlord will take the
whoh

income of

my

cause

They

it.'

which

method

is

to the full

annual

present again this project of despotism be-

I

tenderly step around

critics

waking
device,

and levy rent amounting

it,

value of the land.

try to conjure
elastic

enough

it

it

on

tip-toe, as if afraid of

out of sight by the "single-tax

to stretch

of taxation to a sinister plan for

"

from a mild and gentle
confiscating every farm

within the dominion of the American Republic.

:

say nothing.

Can anything be more useless than a scheme to deprive the
farmer of his land, and then " leave him secure in his possession
and use of it " ? I want to give him that security by making him
the owner of the land.

men owners and

not renters

We

of the soil.

perpetrate a solecism grotesque and palpable
confiscate a farm in order to make the farmer " secure

when we

in his possession

Wood

Dr.

desire to see

I

increase the

and use

says

number

or will use land to
the actual

owner

Very well

!

desire to

I

But no man can

greatest capacity of production unless he is

of the soil.

No man

title

below the rank

cannot afford to plant orchards, and vineyards, dig wells,

build houses, barns,

windmills, buy reapers, mowers, threshing
machines, or even make his fences permanent and strong.
He
cannot even afford to manure the land. In proportion to the
strength of his title will he develop the resources of his farm.

Mr. Theodore Perkins rather ungraciously rejects the comI paid him a couple of weeks ago, and therefore I must
take them back. He sneers at my " smart way of putting things,"
but I will not repine nor will I return evil for evil. I will not retort upon him, nor charge him with saying anything smart. I will
cheerfully testify to his innocence in that regard.
He kindly advises me to " think more and publish less."
No doubt, Mr. Perpliments

;

kins thinks ten times

more than

I

do,

the diluted character of his thought.
test of thought.

which perhaps

will explain

Quality, not quantity,

is

the

Better think right for a minute, than wrong for

an hour.

I

is

apparently anxious to abandon his

some other ground

of controversy

decline to go with him, nor can

me

voke

man

has a right to as

needful for his use and enjoyment of

of the fruits of his labor.
his death."

If that is

It is

What makes

much
it,

control over land

and

for the security

not true that this right exists after

not what Mr. Perkins meant, he

is

into a false position.

I

own prem-

more favorable

permit him to coax

for him.

me

or pro-

cannot accept his challenge to
defend the abuses of land-ownership and the extortions of the
I

landlord system.

I would make things better instead of worse,
oppose the scheme of Mr. George and his disciples
American farmer of independence, and reduce him
to the condition of a vassal and a tenant.
I wish to make every
tiller of the soil a free man, the owner of the land he plows.
The
"single-tax" apostles desire to make him a serf, the dependent

and therefore

I

to deprive the

villein of the state.

Mr. Perkins thinks that Scully's Illinois tenants would be
successful farmers if they did not have to pay two-thirds of
I doubt that Scully's tenants pay two-thirds

more

their crops as rent.

of their crops as rent

;

but

if

they do, they are better

off

would be under the landlord that Mr. George desires
them. Hear him again
;

misrep-

His own language led

me

a farmer feel secure in the right to "the

labor " ? He is stimulated in his work and comforted
by the knowledge that his right will be continued in his widow and
his children.
This law is of the highest social value it is the
moral strength of life it makes man and his work immortal, so far
as anything can be immortal on this earth.
When Mr. Perkins
declared that a man's right to his home and the "fruits of his
labor " ceased at his death, I was justified in asking those questions
about the widow and the children. Every man who plants corn
in the spring knows that he may die before harvest, but he is animated by the thought that in case of his death his folks may gather
the crop.
The Third Reader used to have a story like this, " An
old man was planting an apple-tree.
A fool came along and said,
"What foolishness is this You will never live to eat apples from
fruits of his

;

!

"

that tree."

I

know

it,"

said the old man,

"but my children

may."
I

would confirm the

which Mr. Perkins grants by making
In what other way
be made so effective as by ownership ?

right

the user of the land the owner of the land.

can the "right to control

The very

best lease

is

"

an inferior security.

It

gives the lessee a

by time, and
tributes and terms.
Mr. Perkins condescendingly assumes that his readers " know
some things." He could hardly have assumed that when he wrote
his curious reflections on "paper titles."
It is not necessary to
repeat my answer to that part of his former article, but I think it
has had some influence in modifying the opinions of Mr. Perkins.
He now appears to be willing to recognize a "paper " bill of sale,
a "paper" note, a "paper" mortgage on improvements, and a
" paper " quit-claim deed.
He thinks it very likely that I never
heard of quit-claim deeds. Yes, I have heard of them I saw one
a few years ago, and I was told that it would pass the interest of
the grantor just as effectually as a warranty deed made on parchment of the finest quality. " Title to improvements," says Mr.
Perkins, " could be conveyed by bill of sale as well as by deed."
If so, it is a "paper title" just as good as a deed, and ought to
come under the same condemnation. Say, for instance, a bill of
sale to an orchard, a vine-yard, a mill-dam, or a well.
Did Mr. Perkins assume that his readers " knew some things,"
when he was telling them about the queer inhabitants of the Kinglimited "control over land," but a control qualified

hampered by

Mr. Perkins
ises for

misrepresented his statement concern-

I

true that every

It is
is

it.

;

with a

of ownership can afford to cultivate his land to the best advantage.

He

"
as

sorry for

astray.

order to increase production

of land users."

its

I

man in land and its products. If so, I
would not willingly misrepresent the position of
an adversary. In this case I must have failed to understand the
statement made by Mr. Perkins, but he will admit that it might
easily be misunderstood.
I ask him to read it again.
Here it is.

am

resented by himself and not by me.

of it."

"In

:

Mr. Perkins says that

ing the post mortem rights of a

than they

to put over

;

L
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dom

of Nahant,

" who,

when

deed, preferring to get a

title

they buy land, omit
by simple occupation

those strange people take deeds

for,

record the

to
"

?

What do

except as evidence of

title

?

And why should a native of Nahant risk his title for twenty years,
when he can establish it in twenty minutes by simply recording
deed ?
Mr. Perkins can hardly expect that his readers will assume
that he " knows some things," when he tells them that " in the
his

older states,
privileges,

a perfect

if

the holder of a

title

deed neglects to assert his legal

twenty years possession of the land gives any other

title,

That must be

despite the deed."

man

in the State of

Mr. Perkins will look a little deeper into that matter,
he will find that the " twenty years' possession " must be of a certain legal character, having certain qualities outside the mere
possession and he will find that a twenty years' trespass gives no
His readers will be still more doubtful about his
title at all.
knowledge of " some things," when he tells them that title to some
within
of the best land in Boston was gained thus by a squatter
Such chimney-corner legends are hardly
the present century."
Nahant.

If

;

'

'

Wheelbarrow.

within the scope of serious debate.

"ET VERSA VICE."
To

the Editor

At

of

The Open Court

COURT.

the truth-loving, ingenuous Anglo-Saxons are taking kindly to Jesuitical casuistry.
For example, in a speech delivered on Tower

London, on Thursday, Sept. 5, Mr. John Burns, the Social" The end justified the means.
Everything that assisted
the dockers' strike was moral
everything that retarded their
cause was immoral." On the previous Sunday Mr. Burns had an
interview with Cardinal Manning, the celebrated engineer of the
dogma of Papal Infallibility, and it may be that the laxity of his
Tower Hill ethics was encouraged by the sanction of an ecclesiastical authority whose moral standards are foreign alike to the
teachings of Jesus and his apostles, and to the promptings and determinations of the enlightened intellect.
I remember to have
read in my theological days, in the Hotno Apostolictis, and the
Theologia Mornlis, of Alphonso de Liguori, that in a case of absolute necessity goods are common, and that he who steals under
pressure of such necessity is justified in his stealing: Gibbon,
(" Hist. Decl. and Fall," Chap, xxxviii,) also speaks of the " cruel
necessity of seizure and confiscation imposed on the barbarians
who overran the Roman Empire. Where is the casuist who can
differentiate between the right to take of Clovis the Merovingian
and that of the confiscating majority in a modern Parliament ? Is
not necessity always the tyrant's plea.
M. C. O'Byrne.
Hill,

ist,

said

;

:

the risk of adding, somewhat unnecessarily perhaps, to an

me

one curious
by a recent act of the
legislature of New South Wales.
The author of this measure is
Mr. Brunker, who holds public office as Minister of Lands. The
"
large landed
proprietors," or squatters, as they are termed, have
waged a stubborn fight in Parliament to secure compensation for
improvements, that is to say, those who would in other countries
be called the landed aristocracy are in New South Wales merely
tenants of the people. This system of reversal is thus summarized
by an English newspaper

already protracted discussion, permit

to point out

INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP.
To the Editor

result of land nationalization as illustrated

"

Men

By Mr. Brunker's measure the State, as lessor, instead of
awarding the squatter pecuniary compensation for improvements,
somewhat ignobly avails itself of what a lawyer would probably
designate an " enabling statute " so that when, as often happens,
a third party intrudes on a portion of the land as a cultivator, the
subsequent proceedings take the following order. First the squatter
warns the intruder against trespassing then, finding that the newcomer means honestly to till the soil, he puts in a claim for unex;

;

Here

hausted improvements.
" enabling statute"

drum

it is

that the peculiar beauty of the

apparent, for the State, as

is

Grand Panjan-

or universal landlord, instead of a pecuniary compensation

improved land in question to the
Much of this land was
squatter author of the improvements.
doubtless acquired under a government guarantee, in which case it
seems to me that the subsequent confiscation deserves to be called
by a harsher name. Where shall the line be drawn against property nationalization, confiscation, or robbery ? To-day it is one
class of property that is threatened who shall say what class may
to morrow be imperilled by the state Numquainposteaeripides (the
Nevergetbaciagainides) from whose clutches stolen property is not

concedes a

five years' lease of the

;

,

likely ever to

Now

be wrested

?

:

will not cultivate land without security of tenure,

ownership there

is

is

"Without

ownership."

no stimulus

to production."

how men came

and

the right or hope of

— Wheelbarrow.

such fine buildings Qn the
school-lands of Chicago without any "stimulus." Without the
" hope of ownership," and therefore with " no stimulus to production " men pay the City of Chicago hundreds of thousands of
It is

dollars

To

New

South Wales the landed gentleman is the tenant, and the people
are landlords. The aristocrat who 'squats' on several square miles of land
has never been allowed, as with us, to own it and keep it as a sheep run or a
pleasure park. Any man who is prepared to come and till the soil can oust
the squatter and his sheep. But the game of the squatter is to prevent the
soil getting into the hands of the people.
So he makes what he calls 'improvements' on his run, and then hopes, by demanding exorbitant compensation for them, to keep the small cultivator from acquiring it."

c/The Open Court

the best security

:

" In

:

strange

to erect

ground rent for the mere privilege of producing.
things which are the product of labor there is no denial of

the right of individual ownership, but to the resources of nature the
right of individual ownership

Here we

denied.

meant by

is

being, of late, very energetically

see the necessity of understanding clearly

what

ownership, " and the confusion that must result from
the error of treating ownership and possession as synomymous.

is

'

'

Individual possession of land everywhere marks the advance of

Common,

civilization.

marks the savage.

communal

or

This

is

recognition of this fact that causes
ship of land.

ably causes
is

possession of land

men

to

everywhere

And

universally recognized.

it

is

the

defend individual owner-

And the habit of using these two words interchangethese men to assert that individual ownership of land

necessary to civilization.

alty Act, compelling

some

This

is

what

led to the Indian Sever-

of the Indians to accept our land-system.

But in nearly all ages there have been men who saw that although individual possession was necessary to social development,
individual ownership of land was

wrong

in principle.

Such men,

as Herbert Spencer, have written with a clearness of perception, a

precision of language, and a force of logic which

is

overwhelming,

against the right of individual ownership of the resources of nature.

Why

have their unanswerable arguments had so little effect ?
Simply because they saw no way to harmonize the right of individual possession with the wrong of individual ownership
how to
;

secure individual possession without individual ownership.

They

by allowing some men to own land there had been
brought about a condition in which some men were not allowed to
possess any land. The right to individual ownership in land admitted
and it requires but a moment's reflection to see that a few men

saw

clearly that

industry will be

might " own " the whole earth, and all the rest would have no right
on the earth at all. And such is not only the theory
but the fact of the situation today. A very few men, compara-

curity.

tively,

that theories hitherto regarded as

Utopian are coming

we may

anticipate that every

into the range of practical politics,

more or less affected by a general feeling of insePerhaps one of the worst signs of the times is that even

to exist

'
'

own

"

the earth, the rest exist by sufferance

— slaves.

This,.
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1»«2
we

all

know,

is

contrary to the equal right of

and the pursuit

erty,

right io possess land,

none

own

to

all

men

"

to

life, lib-

Therefore all men have the
As deep an analyst as Spen-

of happiness."
it.

—

cer was, he failed to solve the problem which he plainly saw
uiust be solved
how to reconcile individual possession with the

—

denial of individual ownership.

That a man may possess and yet not own a piece

of land

is

every day illustrated by the omnipresent tenant. What is a tenant ?
Webster says " One who has the occupation or temporary posses-

COURT.
The

hardly anybody in the domain of metaphysics."

have too many

;

we need an

is

we

Like the rank, luxuriant under-

'mental philosophy.'

fessors of

fact

inquisition for the suppression of pro-

growth that hinders the true and perfect development of our native forests, so the myriad exuberance of the lower forms of philosophical life impedes, in our land, the growth to individual distinction, of the little metaphysical genius

The remaining

we

possess.

necessary that some one else

M. Barthelemy-Saint Hilaire's
book are, respectively, "Philosophy and the Sciences," "Philosophy and Religion," "Philosophy and Religion in France."
They contain many apt and just criticisms especially the chapter
upon " Philosophy and the Sciences," which is a powerful refuta-

of the world

tion of the self-conceived

:

sion of lands,

whose

title is in

is

So men jump

another."

clusion that although the tenant

may

con-

to the

possess without owning,

is

it

own the land. The most of the wealth
produced by men who " possess " land which is

by others. For this possession these tenants (often
tenants in fact though not in form) pay rent to the " owners." By
so doing the security of their posession is guaranteed by the
'

'

owned

"

divisions

of

;

omnipotence that experimental research

has of late years taken unto

fiKpn.

itself.

Religion and Science Allies. By yames Thompson Bixhy. Chicago Charles H. Kerr & Co. Price 30 cents.
Mr. Bixby has written a creditable and intelligible little book,
which it will well repay the many timid orthodox opponents of
Mr. Bixby's
the reconciliation of religion and science, to peruse.
book might be termed a treatise of transition it is progressively
scruples
of a
written, and admirably adapted to quell the militant
conscientious faith
but, with all becoming modesty, we do not
think the position maintained is throughout as high and untrammeled as the ground upon which The Open Court has taken its
stand.
Mr. Bixby recognizes that "there is no rightful and necessary antagonism between Science and Religion Religion should
encourage and urge the study of science rather than forbid it "
"religion is capable of being made a genuine Science, and it will
never, I believe, maintain the purity, attain the stability and accuracy, reach unto the depth and breadth of truth which is within
the demands of its grand mission unto mankind, until it thus weds
Science to itself. " But the principle of unity, the monistic idea
upon which all is based, and which both science and religion seek
to come at, takes, in more than one of Mr. Bixby's expositions, a
:

" owners."
All honest

men admit

that the welfare of

the largest possible use of the land

all is

that our prosperity

;

gered by allowing large tracts of land to be held out of
of homes

—small independent

promoted by

holdings

—

is

endan-

A nation

us.

;

is

generally believed to be

Security of possession of the land, and security to the

the best.

;

possessor, of ownership of the products of labor, are necessary to

An individual owner cannot make such
more secure to the possessor than can a corporate owner a corporate no more than a government. In fact, the
owner " looks to the government for the security of his title. The
tenant might as well pay his rent to the government as to an inmake such

a nation.

possession of land
:

'

dividual, thereby receiving his assurance of security directly

from

the government.
This result can be obtained by the single-tax without the
government assuming possession of the titles, and all the benefits
claimed for individual ownership of land secured to the individuals, at the same time destroying the evils which result from in-

dividual ownership.

Bristol,

E.

Brockaw.

become Science

Senateur.

Paris

M. Barthelemy-Saint
a criticism.

The

:

Felix Alcan.

Hilaire's

first

book

is

a defence, a justifica-

part of the work, which throughout

written in a plain and easy style,

is

"Philosophy in the
Nineteenth Century." The author summarily reviews the state of
philosophic thought in the nations, civilized and barbaric, of the
world, and having disposed of Asia and the remaining nations of
Europe, reverts to France, where he finds the impersonation of
the philosophic work of our century in M. Victor Cousin
or at
least so, by inference
for in the introductory chapter he mentions
in the French philosophy of the nineteenth century M. Victor
Cousin alone, and in the paragraph following remarks " It is not,
is

The

following

we cannot

called

;

—

:

—

—
;

The Art Amateur

If Sir

;

of her philosophical activity for the last ninety years

protest.

sum
?

total

We

be-

and on the part of the rest of the world, we also file a
" The United States of America," we read, " have as yet

is

advance in aesthetic and intellectual development may be gained from the study of Oriental literLeague
Club of New York has done
ature and Art, the Union
wisely to offer to the public a continuation of the series of ad-

to

hear that another

fine

last winter.

It

is

also

Rembrandt, "Dr. Tulp," may be

seen there next winter.

A

:

admiration, accept that as the

of

right, in predicting that a great

mirable exhibitions of Oriental art begun

was regulative rather than creative what he did, as our author
claims, was to place "spiritualism upon an unshakable foundation," to organize the history of philosophy, and to introduce the
teaching of philosophical truths into schools his method was that
of eclecticism, the method of the historian and the critic.
Would

amount
Edwin Arnold

for October contains an unusual

matter interesting to the general reader.

good

lieve not,

it

!

nineteenth century, the philosophy of France has still rendered
the greatest services to the human mind."
M. Cousin's activity

in patriotic

"Does

itself so diligently

accordingly, a submission to patriotic vanity to state, that, in the

France, even

accept:

merely to pass from
effect to anterior effect, from one law to another law, only a little
more simple, but never ask what is the prime power on which all
depend the Lawgiver behind all the laws ? Shall it trace with
such painstaking assiduity every thread of the Kosmos, each hairbreadth of those exquisite webs of interacting laws, so harmoniously blended, so pervaded with the tokens of profoundest intelligence, and then, when we ask for the Weaver of this infinite martell us there is none
the veil is
vel, the Reality behind this veil
all ? No
The true man of science must work, etc." Mr. Bixby's
dualism may not be intentional
and we believe that his position
/Mp/c.
in general will not bear it out.
to exert

—

La Philosophie Dans Ses Rapports avec Les Sciences et la
Religion. By J. Barthelemy-Saint Hilaire, Membre de ITn-

tion,

;

dualistic vesture.

W.

S. D.
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short paragraph well shows

up

the absurd and injurious

action of the so-called protection of art.
tistic

America
it

of late

passes the customs free

glass
tariff

and

The production

of ar-

windows has become an important business in
years. " Now, because a window is for a church,

stained-glass

window

;

which demands about

sixty per cent,

ception

is

because the materials for a stained-

are not imported for a church, they are crushed by a
forty-five per cent, duty for the glass

for the colors."

"

The

unfair and at bottom absurd."

tariff is cruel,

the ex-
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some-
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a number of
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excerpts from the

press-reviews

of

"Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought," formerly appended to our announcement of Max Miiller's work, on
the cover-page of The Open Court, appeared the following laconic
" The absurdity of the theory is mancriticism from Science, viz
ifest."
Mr. John Chappelsmith, our venerable friend, as well as
esteemed contributor, informs us in a private letter, that he im
:

exposition must not be forgotten, and
tion to a thoughtful

article

we would

call special atten-

on the subject of values which

is

more

olten talked about than understood.

The

technical articles and illustrations are as good as

learned to expect from this popular magazine.

we have

e. d. c.

mediately communicated this fact to Prof.
that

The Open Court

Mr. Andrew Lang has edited a collection of some forty of the
Germany, France, and England, under the title of "The Blue Fairy Book." The book will be illustrated, and will shortly appear at Longmans, Green, & Co.
best fairy-stories of Greece,

Tramps," (Belford, Clark, & Co.,)
comments on soIt
cial conditions, nominally uttered by a professional wanderer.
is written in a popular style and contains many excellent and

"Our

Pariahs
is

Among

Miiller,

stating

emphatically asserted to require us to respond to this charge of
equivocation.

verse criticisms

by Uncle Tim,

Max

openly indorsed the opinion of the reviewer

and openly took its stand in the ranks arrayed against
The position of The Open Court
the " Science of Thought."
on the identity of thought and speech has been too often and too
in Science

the

a collection of monologues and

trenchant criticisms.

The yourmil of Speculative Philosophy, for the present quarter,

Adverse

Nor is it necessary. Favorable criticisms and adwe accept with equal equanimity— and jowit- we print.

criticisms, as in the case of Prof.

Max

book

Miiller's

— the

merit of which fortunately does not rest upon the opinion quoted

recommendation they show that prejudice in
certain narrow-minded circles, prevails against the author's views,
and that the book is a real necessity of the age. A book goes out
to do battle in the world, and woe worth the publication that
A book without enemies is
does not encounter hostile criticisms
often constitute a

;

!

contains a continuation of Mr. Alfred G. Langley's translation of
Leibnitz's Critique of Locke, and " The Spiritual Sense of Dante's

W.

Divina Comedia," by Prof.

New

York.

The

T. Harris.

(D. Appleton

&

like a warrior

From

Co.,

by Mrs. Hedwig Henrich-Wilhelmi,

lectures delivered

form of a small book of 192 pages, (Freidenker Pubunder the title of " Vorlrdge von Hedioig
Henrich-Wilhelmi." The lectures were carefully revised for their
their worth as coming from the
publication in the present form
pen of the gifted woman whom even her opponents intellectually
they touch upon the chief points of interest
fear, is incontestable
to man as a member of society and the universe, and are imbued

"analysis

in the

;

;

with the

spirit of the

authoress

is

modern view

prefixed to the

little

A portrait

of the world.

of the

volume.

NOTES.
M. Alfred Binet

will contribute to

Mr. Romanes, relative
Micro-Organisms.

to the reply of

We
an

our next issue a rejoinder
to

"The

acknowledge the receipt, from Mr. Geo. Julian Harney, of
The Newcastle Weekly Chronicle, entitled "The Revolt
It is

B.

McTaggart

'

these

Spiritual.'

two

are

It is true,

also

"recognizing and knowing this

no doubt, that

although

Nevertheless,

one.

fact, still

in ultimate

they must be separated in

"thought— otherwise cognition is an impossibility. And different
" temperaments doubtless lay greater stress on the side to which
"they are mentally most disposed. Personally I lean greatly to
" the spiritual side of

Monism and

regard matter as the outcome

"of mind (Idealism). Your editor, I think, lays the greater stress
" on the materialistic side and conceives of mind as the outcome
"of matter, or at least has a permanent tendency toward that con"ception. Herein therefore we must agree to differ, although we
"are in accord as to Monism in the ultimate. Nevertheless, the
"great cru.x, which so far as the ages have discovered, remains in" scrutable, is
The Unfolding of the Absolute,' or how the one
" became the many. Even in appearance or illusion, — for illusion
"or appearance in itself is otherness, and constitutes dualism."
[The work, in which Mr. McTaggart has expounded the idea hinted
at in the preceding remarks, was reviewed in an early number of
The Open Court: the title, " Absolute Relativism or the Absolute
London)
Mr. McTaggart's p'.iiin Relation" (W. Stewart & Co
losophy is pre-eminently monistic, though as stated, it views things
from the adverse standpoint taken by The Open Court. Mr.
McTaggart, in his chapter on Idealism, says " Materialism finds
"nothing but the MANY Idealism finds nothing but the ONE
'

Psychic Life of

article in

of the East End."

W.

'

and the

"rial,'

lishing Co., Milwaukee,)

Kent, in England, Mr.

:

during her sojourn of two years in the United States, have ap-

peared

Calford,

" Monism, without doubt, is the only consistent or intelli" gible form of philosophy, nevertheless there is a dual point of
"view from which Monism may be regarded, namely, the Mate-

writes

S3.00 a year.)

without foes.

a stirring review of the recent labor-troub-

;

les in

London, and we hope

to see

it

reprinted,

if

only in part, on

,

this side of the Atlantic.

An

interesting sketch of the habits and

mode

of life of the

Kiwi-Kiwi, the wingless bird, which formed the main subject of
Prof. Weismann's first article on " Retrogression," in No. 105 of

:

;

The Open Court,
accompanied by

will

be found in the October Life-Lore.

illustrations,

It is

and written for the "young natu-

ralist."

The American Secular Union offers a premium of One Thousand Dollars
for the best essay, treatise, or manual of not less
than 60,000 words and of not more than 100,000, adapted to aid
and assist teachers in our free public schools and in the Girard
College for orphans, and other public and charitable institutions
professing to be unsectarian, to thoroughly instruct children and
youth in the purest principles of morality without inculcating re'

'

;

" Materialism affirming that unity, or the ego,

is

but the synthesis

"or outcome of the Many, while Idealism asserts that the Many,
"or the Non-Ego, is, on analysis, but the amplification of the
" One " But the Monism of The Open Court may be substituted
here for both "Materialism" and "Idealism." It regards the
ONE from one standpoint only it accepts neither entire it sees in
;

the
it

Many

;

One, and affirms the former &form of the latter inform
" Unfolding of the Absolute," and
;

finds the explanation of the

what Mr. McTaggart
would call Form.]

calls

"the Absolute

in

Relation,"

Monism
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school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant sjiirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and industrial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,
etc.

be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
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